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BECOME A 
MEDICAL                      
INTUITIVE                  
The Complete                         
Developmental Course 
2nd Edition 

Tina M. Zion 
                                      

 
 
This teaching manual is for lay people, 
medical practitioners, energy healers,  
professional intuitives, mediums, and any-
one who yearns to develop their intuitive 
abilities. It is a complete step-by-step 
training experience. A medical back-
ground is not necessary to excel as a med-
ical intuitive. You are already intuitive. It 
is only a matter of noticing all of the in-
formation you are receiving in a different 
way. When you are finished you will have 
truly developed x-ray vision.  
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ADVANCED 
MEDICAL       
INTUITION             
6 Underlying Causes of 
Illness and Unique 
Healing Methods 

Tina M. Zion 

 

In simple, clear, and practical terms, Zion 
gives readers the tools they need to rise 
into their natural gifts as Intuitives and 
Healers. You will learn to use your re-
fined intuitive skills to uncover the six 
causes of illness and the unique healing 
methods for each cause. A combination  
of instruction based on decades of experi-
ence, case studies, references and power-
ful exercises, this book is a comprehen-
sive toolkit. Finding the true cause of 
illness leads to healings that are far be-
yond the superficial level. 

 

BODY MIND SPIRIT / HEALTH 

FROM MY 
HANDS AND 
HEART Achieving 
Health and Balance 
with Craniosacral  
Therapy  

Kate Mackinnon                  
Forward by Dr. Wayne Dyer                                     

 

Craniosacral Therapy is made understand-
able for everyone. In From my Hands and 
Heart, Kate Mackinnon interweaves her 
personal journey of using CST with case 
studies and detailed, easy-to-understand 
explanations of the theory behind it. You 
will learn simple, safe techniques that 
almost anyone can perform and receive. 
Most important, you’ll gain a deeper   
understanding of the amazing powers of 
the human body and how it can find its 
own way to balance and health.                                          
 

Published by Hay House 

ISBN: 978-1-60808-186-8          Pgs. 374                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-1-60808-199-8          Pgs. 274                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability                                                 

ISBN: 978-1-4019-4077-5          Pgs: 171                          
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Norwegian and      
Romanian rights sold  



 

 

LOBBYCRATIC 
GOVERNANCE 
How to Limit the Power 
Technocrats and       
Lobbyists Wield Over 
Our Lives  

Godfrey Harris                      
americasgroup.com 

How voters have lost their 
ability to influence government through their 
representatives. ISBN: # 978-0-935047-86-8      
Pgs. 280                                                    

WESTSIDE 
STORIES                  
Recollections and  
Reflections on Life in 
West Los Angeles 
from the 1940s to the 
1960s 

A scrapbook of memo-
ries from a U.S. Air Force lieutenant who as a 
boy sold maps to the stars’ homes and worked 
at the picture studios.                                                                    

ISBN: 978-0935047875          Pgs. 150        
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability                                                      
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BOXES                               
The Secret Life of    
Howard Hughes  

(2nd ed.) 
 

Douglas Wellman & 
Mark Musick 
      
    
 

        
Did Howard Hughes really die in 1976? 
Eva McLelland kept her secret for 31 
stressful years as she lived a nomadic  
existence with a man who refused to un-
pack his belongings for fear he would be 
discovered and have to flee. Only after his 
death could she tell the story that had been 
burning inside her for decades. Well doc-
umented and researched, Boxes is defi-
nitely a fascinating read and a must-read 
for anyone who is at all curious about 
Howard Hughes’ life.  
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BIOGRAPHY 

WHAT                      
FOREIGNERS 
NEED TO KNOW 
How to Understand 
Crazy American                   
Culture, People,                 
Government, Business, 
Language and More  

Lance Johnson 

 

A revealing picture of America for those 
who will benefit from a comparison of 
America to other countries around the 
world on many issues. A necessity for 
international students, immigrants and 
business people who need guidance to 
navigate complex America. Explores cul-
tural problems common to foreigners and 
how they can add polish to their etiquette 
and English grammar, speech, writing and 
communication skills.                                          

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*                
including Eric Hoffer Award 

EDUCATION/REFERENCE 

ISBN: 9781608081394          Pgs. 320                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-1468172362          Pgs. 592                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
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EVER PRESENT 
PEACE                                      
Arnaud Desjardins 

A down-to-earth exploration 
of how to integrate the           
spiritual journey into            
everyday life 

ISBN: 978-1-942493-39-6  Pgs. 144                                                                                        
FOREIGN RIGHTS:  English Rights Only  

FINDING MORE ON 
THE MAT                
How I Grew Better, Wiser 
and Stronger through Yoga 

ISBN: 978-1-935387-94-7  
Pgs. 288                           
FOREIGN RIGHTS:      
Worldwide Availability 

THE GURDJIEFF 
MOVEMENTS            
A Communication of     
Ancient Wisdom              

Wim van Dullemen 
 
ISBN: 978-1-942493-34-1 
Pgs. 304                          

FOREIGN RIGHTS:                       
           Worldwide Availability 

HOHM PRESS                       
KALINDI PRESS 

Committed to publishing books that               
provide readers with alternatives to the 
materialistic values of current culture  
and promote self-awareness and the 
recognition of our interdependence and 
compassion.             

CULTIVATING  
SPIRITUAL            
MATURITY              
The Courage to Practice 

ISBN: 978-1-942493-35-8 
Pgs. 192                           
FOREIGN RIGHTS:                      
Worldwide Availability 

 

PARENTING 
THROUGH ILLNESS                      
Help for Families When a 
Parent is Seriously Ill 

Leigh Collins, LCSW 
Courtney Nathan, LCSW                               
ISBN: 978-1-942493-18-1          
Pgs. 288                                              

FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

THE DETOX                 
MIRACLE     
SOURCE BOOK                                      
Raw Food and Herbs for 
Complete Cellular                      
Regeneration                         

Robert Morse N.D.                                                 
Best Seller  

ISBN: 978-1935826194    Pgs. 372           
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Bulgarian, Czech,  
English-India, French, Italian, Romanian, 
Slovak and Spanish rights sold   

 

YOUR AGING            
BODY CAN TALK                             
Using Muscle Testing to 
Learn What Your Body 
Knows and Need After 50 

Susan L. Levy, D.C.                        

                                                                              

ISBN: 978-1-935826-45-3 Pgs. 256                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability                                                                 

ALTERNATIVE HEALTH 

www.hohmpress.com 



 

 

MOTIVATED 
JOB SEARCH       
A Proven System to 
Help You Stand Out 
(2nd Ed.) 

Brian E. Howard  

 
Sold in over 19 countries, this practical, 
no-nonsense guide helps job seekers get 
desired job offers in the shortest time pos-
sible. A step-by-step roadmap to help you 
proactively land the right opportunity or 
career change at the right time, no matter 
where you are in life. Howard provides  
up-to-date information that gives you a 
distinctive competitive edge by teaching 
time-tested and proven techniques that 
will help you stand out in your job search 
with strategic insight from someone who 
is actively engaged in front line recruiting. 
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ISBN: 9781608081912          Pgs. 378                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

WTF! Work 
The Future! 
Today: Finding 
Your Path to              
Purpose, Passion 
and Profit                                     

Whitney           
Vosburgh & 
Charles Grantham 

 

Massive systemic failure is rampant 
across all sectors of society—locally,  
regionally, nationally, and globally… 

WTF?! But we all have a 
choice: Either get on and 
drive the future bus or get 
run over by it. Work The 
Future! will show you how 
to turn a failing global oper-
ating system into a new one 
that will sustain our planet. 
WTF! guides readers in 

finding their “North Star” and learning 
how to follow their path to fulfilling that 
purpose.  

BUSINESS CULTURE 

ISBN: 978-0999634608          Pgs. 198                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

PROFIT OF 
KINDNESS                       
How to Influence      
Others, Establish Trust, 
and Build Lasting    
Business Relationships  

Jill Lublin 

 

When kindness becomes your primary 
goal, everything changes: how you look at 
life, what you get from it, and how others 
interact with and relate to you. The Profit 
of Kindness will help you master the art of 
building trusting, long-lasting relation-
ships through open, non-adversarial inter-
changes that result in mutually beneficial 
outcomes. A basic adjustment in attitude 
and approach can substantially improve 
virtually every facet of your life. Focus 
more on giving and working with others 
rather than simply “winning”—because 
doing so is guaranteed to help you                     
actually win. 

BUSINESS/PSYCHOLOGY 

ISBN: 978-1632650726          Pgs.  224                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

BUSINESS/CAREERS 



 

 ABCs OF YOGA 
56 LEARNING 
CARDS   

Teresa Anne Power  

Flashcards from The 
ABC’s of Yoga’s  
beautiful illustrations 
and instructive           

vignettes to make learning yoga like play.  

ISBN: 978-0982258736 AGE RANGE:  3–8     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Danish, French, Italian 
and Spanish Rights Sold 

A GUIDE FOR 
PARENTS AND 
TEACHERS  

Teresa Anne Power                                     

A helpful guidebook! 

*AWARD WINNER*         

THE ABCs OF              
YOGA FOR 
KIDS AROUND 
THE WORLD 

Teresa Anne Power 

 

 

                                           
The ABCs of Yoga for Kids Around the 
World, written by International Kids’  
Yoga Day founder and 30+ year practi-
tioner Teresa Power, is a beautifully illus-
trated hardcover book that takes readers 
on a fun-filled tour of 32 countries, shar-
ing kid-friendly facts about each, as well 
as teaching simple yoga poses suitable for 
children of all ages and athletic abilities. 
Additionally it introduces children to the 
alphabet and how to say ‘hello” in the 
language of each country represented. 

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*                
Including Mom’s Choice & IBPA 

PARENTING  AGE RANGE  3-5 
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ABCs OF 
YOGA FOR 
KIDS 

Teresa Anne 
Power 

 

 

                                   
Children are faced with over-stimulation 
in today’s fast-paced society. Practicing 
simple yoga postures is the ideal way for 
kids to both unwind naturally and do 
physical activity. Using the alphabet, 
rhyming vignettes and colorful illustra-
tions, each page promotes poses for flexi-
bility and coordination, while encouraging 
children to incorporate healthy activity 
into their daily lives. 
 
 

*WINNER OF 11 AWARDS*                  
Including Mom’s Choice, Family Choice, 
IBPA, Moonbeam, Living Now and More 

AGE RANGE  3-8 

ISBN: 978-0982258781          Pgs. 32                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0982258705          Pgs. 32             
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Italian, French and 
Spanish rights sold  

ISBN: 978-0982258774          Pgs: 52                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 

EMILY KNIGHT 
I AM 

 

A. Bello 

 

 

How does it feel to be different and mis-
understood? Emily Knight is young and 
famous, self-aware and intelligent. She is 
a thirteen-year-old warrior who is far from 
ordinary and she hates it!  The daughter of 
a heroic warrior and the press’s favorite 
problem child, Emily is destined for great-
ness. But what if the one thing that makes 
Emily different also makes her a target for 
evil? Can she defend herself...and every-
thing she loves? The wrong choice could 
destroy warriors everywhere.  

*Trailblazer Award London Book Fair* 

 

ARCHIBALD'S 

SWISS 
CHEESE 
MOUNTAIN 

 

Sylvia                     
Lieberman 

 

This multi-award-winning classic not only 
entertains kids with its captivating story 
and illustrations but provides a moral: 
Never give up pursuing your dreams! 
Archibald is a little mouse with a big heart 
who helps kids reach their big dreams by 
showing them how it’s done! Leaving his 
mouse hole for the first time, he discovers 
a Swiss cheese mountain that he’s deter-
mined to conquer, and cleverly overcomes 
obstacles until he reaches his dream. 

 *MULTI-AWARD WINNER*               
including London Book Festival 

 

Age Range  9-12 Age Range  3-11 
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CREDIT THE              
CROCODILE                             
A Tale of Two Teens 
and Some Crocodiles 
Triumphing Over the 
Politics of the African 
Wild  

Godfrey Harris 

                                                
This is the story of how two American 
boys, on a trip to South Africa, run afoul 
of the law and are sentenced to live in the 
bush as both predator and prey. They sur-
vive their ordeal with the help of some 
crocodiles who live on a farm and possess 
an ability to understand English. The 
crocodiles want the boys to overcome the 
complex and sometimes corrupt interna-
tional politics of the African wild to carry 
an important message to their friends and 
supporters in the West. Themes of wild-
life conservation and politics. 

 

Age Range  Young Adult 

ISBN: 9780979585258          Pgs. 48                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Korean Rights sold 

ISBN: 978-0-9350476-89-9          Pgs. 260                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0995780606          Pgs. 208                                                
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 WHAT DOES 
A PRINCESS 
REALLY 
LOOK LIKE? 
 

Mark Loewen  

 

 

Chloe dreams of being a ballerina prin-
cess. Today she digs deep in her art draw-
er to find what she needs to craft her very 
own princess ballerina. As the project 
unfolds, Chloe realizes that princesses are 
not just about beautiful hair and sparkly 
dresses. Her dads help her realize that 
personal quirks are what make her prin-
cess unique! And Chloe realizes that she 
is not too different from the princess she 
so admires. Princesses can look all kinds 
of ways. What kind of princess are you?                      

 

WHO WILL 
ROAR IF I 
GO?      

                          

Paige Jaeger 

 

 

Who Will Roar If I Go introduces children 
to thirteen animals around the world who 
are endangered. With beautiful watercolor 
illustrations and rhyming verse, each ani-
mal is sharing a message with the reader 
that they will remember long after read-
ing. Their message is simple but very im-
portant. "We need you to care and let us 
live free. Or there will be no more wild 
animals to see.” The book introduces the 
basics of endangered species to young 
children and opens up conversations of 
what we can all do to help. Will you roar 
before they go? 

Age Range  5-10 Age Range  YA 12+  
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Age Range  5-7 

RISE OF               
STARSEED     
NATION 

 

Karen L. Redmond 

 

 

Dakota Morgan was a normal kid living 
in San Diego, California, before discov-
ering his true identity as the Prince of 
Terrastar. Now when dark forces invade 
Earth and threaten the annihilation of 
humankind, Prince Tharagar must leave 
Terrastar to activate every Starseed on 
the planet in order to save Earth and 
keep the Milky Way from being trans-
formed into a hub for all dark galaxies in 
the universe. For this epic battle, an elite 
force of star power must converge on 
Earth to fight and save every planet in 
the Milky Way. 

ISBN: 978-1974335718          Pgs. 244                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781945448171          Pgs. 34                                                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781945448157          Pgs. 40                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 

I AM WITH YOU 
The Earth Wants to 
Talk with Us 

 
 
 
Sten Linnander 
                  

 

While on spiritual retreat, the author 
unexpectedly had the experience of  
communicating with the Earth, which 
spoke of itself as alive, conscious and 
wishing to be seen, felt and 
communicated with. Linnander has earned 
degrees in physics and geophysics. His 
quest is to understand how we reconnect 
with the living world and take our rightful 
place as conscious participants in its 
evolution presenting a vision of true 
cooperation between humans and earth.   

 

SPIRITUALITY ECOLOGY/SCIENCE 
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GROWING 
PAINS                                              
A Planet In Distress 

 

Valerie M. Allen                                       
 
 

 
 

Growing Pains is a provocative and               
critically acclaimed book that addresses 
rampant population growth, as it points us 
toward a path to sustainability. Allen pre-
sents sound facts and data and proposes 
practical solutions. When you read this 
compelling book, the realization sets in 
that the long and good fights by our envi-
ronmentalists and world aid groups are all 
for naught, as every gain is soon over-
whelmed by the pressures of more popu-
lation growth.                                    
  

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*  

SPIRITUALITY 

WELCOME 
HOME                             
Connecting with the 
Earth from Within 

 
 
Sten Linnander 
                  

 

The authentic voice of the Earth. It may 
seem absurd to you: The Earth speaking? 
Sten Linnander, trained as a geophysicist, 
couldn't believe it either. “I am not asking 
you to change your thoughts. I am asking 
you to enter a living relationship with 
me.” But even if it was unexplainable, 
what he heard sounded genuine and au-
thentic. In this second book, he poses 
questions—his own and those of others—
to the Earth. Can it be the Earth who an-
swers? Read the book and determine for 
yourself. 

ISBN: 978-3981488944          Pgs. 188                        
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French, German, and 
Spanish rights sold 

ISBN 978-3981488999          Pgs. 124                                                                            
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German rights sold 

ISBN: 9 781927 510674          Pgs. 332                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 YOGA FOR PAIN 
RELIEF                                 

A New Approach to an 
Ancient Practice 

 

Lee Albert 
 
 

 
 
“An excellent book for Yoga students, 
Yoga teachers and non-Yoga practitioners 
seeking relief from pain. Yoga for Pain 
Relief focuses on key structural/pain is-
sues facing this western culture.” Lee Al-
bert provides clear instructions for achiev-
ing freedom from pain by rebalancing the 
body using yoga techniques, including 
asana, meditation and pranayama. In-
cludes illustrations of all postures. 
 

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*                
Including 2 Ben Franklin Awards 
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LIVE PAIN FREE                               
Eliminate Chronic Pain 
without Drugs or Sur-
gery  (2nd edition)  

Lee Albert 

 

 

 

Don’t let chronic pain control you! Take 
charge of your health today! Lee Albert’s 
Live Pain Free: Eliminate Chronic Pain 
without Drugs or Surgery teaches you 
how to quickly identify the most common 
misalignments and get your body back 
into balance and back to health using a 
gentle self-care approach. It delivers sim-
ple, therapeutic techniques that anyone 
can do and includes specific healing plans 
for thirteen common conditions. This 
book is being currently featured in a U.S. 
PBS special program on health. 

SELF HELP SELF EMPOWERMENT SELF HELP 

WHAT TO DO 
AFTER “I'M 
SORRY, IT'S 
CANCER"          
An Exceptional Guide-
book for Navigating 
Your Way to Health and 
Happiness 

Wanda St. Hilaire 
 
One small sentence: “I’m sorry, it’s can-
cer,” can shatter the soul. St.Hilaire 
knows the effects—twice over. Panic, 
knee-jerk decisions, or passivity often 
follow diagnosis. Cancer is a “whole per-
son” disease, yet typically treated as a 
separate entity to be aggressively at-
tacked. But knowledge is power and 
St.Hilaire offers an amalgamation of in-
formation for making informed, intuitive 
decisions. What To Do After “I’m sorry, 
it’s Cancer.is a compelling reminder that 
impossible things happen every day. 
 
 

ISBN: 978-1-940013-32-9          Pgs. 160                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781940013497          Pgs. 160                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-1894331142          Pgs. 324                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 

PARENTING 
WITHOUT 
STRESS                                 
How to Raise Responsible 
Kids While Keeping a Life 
of Your Own 

Dr. Marvin Marshall 

 

Anyone working with young people of 
any age can use this book to promote re-
sponsible behavior, improve relationships 
and reduce stress. This book is transform-
ative, showing how to have young people 
influence themselves to become more 
mature and more responsible, without 
bribes, threats, or punishments.  Dr.                                      
Marshall lectures around the world on the 
subject of responsibility and learning.  

 

*FOREWORD MAGAZINE AWARD 
*ERIC HOFFER BOOK AWARD 

*MOM’S CHOICE AWARD 

EDUCATION CHILDREN’S SELF ESTEEM 
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DISCIPLINE 
WITHOUT 
STRESS,                 
PUNISHMENTS 
OR REWARDS 
How Teachers and              
Parents Promote                 
Responsibility & Learning 
Dr. Marvin Marshall 

 

Internal motivation is far more powerful 
and effective in changing behavior than 
are punishments or rewards. Read this 
book and learn how. This approach is 
used across the entire teaching spectrum 
—from small childcare centers to large 
high schools and in rural, suburban, and 
urban schools around the world. It can be 
used in any home or youth setting. Dr. 
Marshall has presented this technique 
worldwide in 16 countries.      
       

60,000+ Copies Sold in the USA 

 

EDUCATION 

31 WAYS TO 
CHAMPION 
CHILDREN TO 
BUILD HIGH 
SELF-ESTEEM 
An Empowerment 
Guidebook for  
Parents, Teachers &   
Others  

Dr. Joe Rubino 
 
This book is the equivalent of a wise 
mentor sent to empower children’s lives 
so that they can realize their full potential, 
develop their personal power, charisma, 
effectiveness and happiness. It supports 
parents, teachers, coaches and others to 
impart upon children the mindset and 
decision-making skills essential for ac-
complishment; for feeling significant, 
competent, and joyful; and for being most 
effective in living lives without regret. 

 Over 140,000 Copies Sold 

ISBN: # 978-0-9728840-8-2          Pgs. 173                                                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0984899920        Pgs. 350                       
FOREIGN RIGHTS Russian, Simplified & 
Traditional Chinese, Swedish & Turkish sold 

ISBN: 978-0-9700606-6-2      Pgs. 291                                      

FOREIGN RIGHTS Simplified & Traditional 

Chinese, English reprint India & Russian rights sold 
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FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 

SO, YOU’RE                 
RAISING YOUR 
GRANDKIDS   
Tested Tips, Research, 
& Real-Life Stories to 
Make Your Life Easier 

Harriet Hodgson 

                     

According to the US Census Bureau,  
10% of all grandparents are raising their 
grandchildren, and the number is going 
up. You may be one of these grandparents 
and it’s a role you never expected. This 
inspiring self-help book blends Harriet 
Hodgson's unbelievable story with re-
search findings and tips based on her 21 
years of caregiving, including seven years 
of raising her twin grandkids. Each chap-
ter ends with what works and proven tips. 
It’s a book that will have you cheering for 
all the loving grandparents—including 
you—who are putting grandchildren first. 

LIONS AND     
TIGERS AND 
TERRORISTS, 
OH MY!                          
How to Protect Your 
Child in a Time of  
Terror 
Carole Lieberman, 
M.D., M.P.H. 

 

The first and only book about terrorism 
for kids (and their parents, teachers and 
psychologists). The first half of the book 
provides grownups with the tools they 
need to talk to kids about terrorism and 
build their resilience. The second half is a 
picture book that gives kids a gentle intro-
duction to terrorism, helps them under-
stand their feelings and empowers them to 
meet 21st century challenges.   

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*                
Including  Paris and London Book Festivals 

THE PROMISE                 
I KEPT                         
My Journey with Dad 
from Home Care 
Through Hospice 

 

Jackie Madden Haugh  

 

A poignant, funny, and often heartbreak-
ing story of a daughter's journey to live up 
to a vow that she never put her father into 
a nursing home. Caught in the sandwich 
generation—caring for both children and 
aging parents—Jackie was totally unpre-
pared for her new role as she quickly 
found her world filled with adult diapers, 
a pharmacy of pills, and days heavily 
laced in utter boredom. As the days melt 
together she learns from her father how to 
live in constant gratitude and with a heart 
full of love.  

 

ISBN: 978-1945604768           Pgs. 122                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781608081899          Pgs. 200                                                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781608081875          Pgs: 278                                                
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
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SELF HELP 

125 WAYS TO 
MEET THE LOVE 
OF YOUR LIFE 

Jan Yager, Ph.D. 

  

 

Relationships and business expert and 
sociologist Dr. Jan Yager, author of over 
25 books, has updated her international hit 
which was translated into 11 languages. 
Divided into 9 categories, there are 6 
chapters on getting ready for the search, 
as well as a third part which offers in-
sights into dealing with relationships, in-
cluding how to keep a positive one going 
strong. Based on extensive research in-
cluding interviews, surveys, and observa-
tions about how couples meet, the book 
offers a unique time management ap-
proach to the search.  

 

BAD BOYS                          
Why We Love Them, 
How to Live with Them 
and When to Leave 
Them 
 

Carole Lieberman, 
M.D. & 
Lisa Collier Cool 
 

                        

This perennial classic was a bestseller 
when Penguin/Dutton first published it in 
1997 (hardcover) and 1998 (trade paper-
back). Since women are still attracted 
to—and getting their hearts broken by—
bad boys, they are still eager to discover 
why and how to find true love. The book 
profiles 12 types of Bad Boys—including 
the Fixer-Upper Lover, Self-Absorbed 
Seducer, and Commitment Phobe—and 
helps women turn their frog into a prince!  

Over 35,000 copies sold first printing 

 

BAD GIRLS                       
Why Men Love Them  
& How Good Girls Can 
Learn Their Secrets 
 

Carole Lieberman, 
M.D.  
 
 
 

 
This multi-award-winner, published in 
2010 as a trade paperback, got lots of  
media attention. The book profiles 12 
types of bad girls—including the Gold-
Digger, Sex Siren, Husband Hunter/
Trapper, and Ball-Buster. It helps good 
girls even the playing field, so they don’t 
sit on the shelf while men pursue bad 
girls, and helps men see the red flags, so 
they’re not exploited by bad girls and left 
brokenhearted. Over 8,000 copies sold 
 

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER* 

ISBN: 978-1-533-135537          Pgs. 197                                                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Japanese Rights Sold 

ISBN: 0-525-94116-9          Pgs. 240                                                    
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-2-923865-12-6          Pgs. 461                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
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CREATING A 
HEALTHY LIFE 
AND MARRIAGE                                          
A Holistic Approach: 
Body, Mind, Emotions 
and Spirit 

Judith Dejardins, 
LCSW, BCD, MSWAC 
            

 
A roadmap for readers to learn, heal and 
grow, this provides independent counsel-
ing and a workshop in a book. Winner of 
16 prestigious books awards in the United 
States and Canada and being used with 
prison populations, this book offers a 
unique holistic approach, providing self-
help tools for solving problems with oth-
ers and ourselves. Written for young peo-
ple who are dating, single adults aspiring 
to a committed relationship, married cou-
ples, and anyone who wants a deeper, 
more meaningful relationship with them-
selves.  
          *MULTI-AWARD WINNER* 
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FAMILY/PARENTING 

WAS THIS IN 
THE PLAN? 

Stephanie Nimmo 

 

 

 

Far from being a misery memoir, Was 
This in the Plan? Is a frank, open and no-
holds-barred account of how a family was 
determined not just to survive but to 
thrive when the odds were against them. 
Losing children to death and disability as 
well as her spouse, Nimmo will make you 
question your own attitude to life and how 
you choose to respond when unexpected 
events throw you off course. 

Nimmo has written for The Guardian, 
Huffington Post, The Independent  and 
more. 

MANSCRIPT 

Julia Keys                                      
and Jacqui Coles 

 

 

 

 
The MANScript is the ultimate guide to 
surviving and thriving after infidelity. 
There is a script to infidelity and this book 
will help you identify that script....and 
more. This is NOT a man-bashing book, 
the aim is to help those who have been 
cheated on to feel empowered rather than 
weakened. Filled with real-life testimoni-
als, The MANScript is your friend on eve-
ry page to help you navigate the tumultu-
ous times and come out stronger and hap-
pier. 
 

ISBN: 978-0995780620          Pgs. 194                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0-9843875-0-2          Pgs. 385                                                
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Polish rights sold  

ISBN: 978-1999805333          Pgs. 208                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
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LIVING AWARE 
AND INSPIRED 
Intuition, the Bioenergy 
Field, Mind, and                
Emotions  

Helen Pankowsky, 
MD 

 

 
An inspired life means living to your 
highest potential—having a healthy body, 
a creative mind, the ability to take full 
responsibility for your choices, embracing 
who you are, and connecting to your spir-
itual life. By becoming aware of the unity 
of your body, intuition, mind, and emo-
tions, you can reach this highest capacity 
of living. With clear explanations, exam-
ples, exercises, and illustrations, this book 
provides a system for living a fuller, more 
realized, inspired life accessible to any-
one. Includes tools and charts for how to 
understand intuition and energy. 
 

LIVE WITHOUT 
STRESS                      
How to Enjoy the               
Journey 

 

Dr. Marvin Marshall 
 
 
 

 
A fresh and innovative read detailing the 
ways an individual can improve their 
lives by reducing stress. Written in simple 
language, the book demonstrates how to 
use some basic strategies to significantly 
reduce stress, promote responsibility, in-
crease effectiveness, improve relation-
ships, and truly enjoy life’s experiences. 
The book shows how the brain-body con-
nection can be used to reduce and relieve 
stress. But YOU WILL need to practice 
what the book shares. 
 

ERIC HOFFER AWARD WINNER 

 

PERSONAL GROWTH 

ISBN: 978-0-9890634-4-9          Pgs. 268                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-1608082070          Pgs. 250                                                 
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-1513633435          Pgs. 68                                               
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

CHANGE THE 
ONE BELIEF    
The Magic of Mental 
and Emotional Release  

Eric Rosen, M. Ht. 

 

 

 

So many of us hold a toxic identity belief 
like “I’m not good enough” or “I’m un-
lovable.” What makes them toxic? Left 
unaddressed, they’ll wreak havoc in your 
career, health and fitness, or relationships. 
And this goes on and on, year after year, 
decade after decade. Change The One 
Belief gives you the tools to quickly and 
easily find your belief as well as a way to 
change it. It includes worksheets and spe-
cific, easy-to-follow exercises to guide 
you to discover the toxic beliefs through 
Mental and Emotional Release MER®. 



 

 PAY  
ATTENTION, 
SAY THANK 
YOU                         
Seven Rules &  
Practices for                 
Joyful Living 

M. Gail Woodard 

 

Learn how to live more vibrantly, more 
creatively and more joyfully by practicing 
seven techniques, some as simple as    
paying attention, saying thank you and 
being quiet. Warm and engaging, this 
book addresses issues of forgiveness, fear, 
the need for quiet reflection, meditation 
and gratitude. The author provides plenty 
of examples and exercises. Practice seeing 
the small gifts in every day.                     

AMAZON BEST-SELLER (KINDLE)
ARIZONA BOOK AWARD                          

 

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY 

RESTORE YOUR 
MAGNIFICENCE 
A Life-Changing Guide 
to Reclaiming Your                    
Self-Esteem 

Dr. Joe Rubino 

 

 
This best-seller is a definitive guide to re-
establishing your self-image. Dr. Joe  
Rubino takes the reader step-by-step 
through the same exercises he has used to 
transform hundreds of thousands of lives .                     
The easy-to-understand exercises will 
become your roadmap to a life of happi-
ness, fulfillment and self-esteem. Learn 
the secrets to stepping into your personal 
magnificence, rich relationships, and suc-
cess in all areas of life.  
 

OVER 200,000 COPIES SOLD                         

MASTERING 
THE HUMAN 
EXPERINECE                                       
Your Soul's Journey on 
Earth 

Michael Edward 
Bradford, MA 
      

                                 
 
Written by a highly acclaimed internation-
al intuitive healer and best-selling author 
who has studied all over the world with 
shamans, medicine people, healers, psy-
chic surgeons and more, this is an all-
encompassing Spiritual Jump-Start de-
signed to activate your Soul-Awareness 
and your Soul-Knowing, raise your Spir-
itual IQ and facilitate easier Soul-
Awakened Purposeful Living. It is filled 
with easy-to-understand information and 
case studies helping you answer the ques-
tions: “Where did I come from? What is 
my Soul Purpose for being here?” and 
more. 

SPIRITUALITY / METAPHYSICAL PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
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ISBN: 978-1-940013-02-2           Pgs. 106      
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Reprint India, German 
and US hardcover gift edition  rights sold. 

ISBN: 978-0692049709          Pgs. 216                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 0-9678529-9-4          Pgs. 194                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
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AGING/HEALTH 

THROUGH THE 
TUNNEL                                
Unlock the Pain of 
Your Past and Find  
the Courage to Grow 
Up, Not Just Old 

Bonnie Lyon 

 

 

You don’t need to keep suffering every 
day. Through the Tunnel by Dr. Bonnie 
Lyon offers you the wisdom, solutions 
and tools you need to finally heal your 
emotional pain and overcome those old 
traumas once and for all. There’s no rea-
son to keep suffering from old emotions 
if you don’t want to.  Hope and healing 
are achievable no matter your life cir-
cumstances. Says the author, “This guide 
will help the #MeToo and #TimesUp 
survivors move from the terrible dark-
ness of the past to a bright new future.”   

 

SOUL 
STROLLER                    
Experiencing the 
Weight, Whispers & 
Wings of the World 

Kayce Stevens 
Hughlett 

 

 

Seductive, sincere, and at times hysterical 
and heartbreaking SoulStroller is the           
evolution of a woman too timid to speak 
her mind into someone who writes her 
own rules and redefines what it means to 
live with silence, compassion and joie de 
vivre. Her story introduces a fresh and 
exciting way of experiencing and living 
life on one’s own terms, expanding             
readers’ world views whether they choose 
to visit international destinations or get to 
know what home looks like through fresh 
eyes.  

 

7 STEPS FOR                 
LUMINESCENT 
LIVING   

Cynthia Olsen 

 

 

 

Are you longing for clear practical infor-
mation, backed by medical and scientific 
research, guiding you to discover a con-
scious lifestyle supporting you at any age? 
Learn how to live a happier, healthier 
more youthful lifestyle at any point in 
your life. Author of eight books, Olsen 
motivates you to take the steps necessary 
for optimal health, a strong mental atti-
tude and spiritual way of life. Learn the 7 
Steps to understand what we need to illu-
minate the journey of life. 

BRONZE AWARD WINNER                     
eLIT JENKINS GROUP 

BODY MIND SPIRIT 

ISBN: PENDING          Pgs. 249                                                 
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN:  978-1-60808-201-8          Pgs. 366                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9781940013442          Pgs. 228                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 



 

 

INSPRIRATIONAL 

TURTLE    
WISDOM     
Coming Home          
to Yourself 

Donna DeNomme  

 

 

 

An endearing book of comfort, encour-
agement, inspiration and strategies for 
empowerment living, delightfully illus-
trated. When all else is lost, you carry 
with you what is most  precious and     
essential: You! Donna deNomme is a 
role model for using life challenges as 
opportunities to propel oneself into an 
extraordinary life. Over 10,000 sold in 
US. 

*MOM’S CHOICE AWARD      
*NATIONAL BEST BOOKS AWARD 
*EVVY MERIT AWARD                            
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TURTLE                   
WISDOM                         
Personal Illumination 
Cards plus Guidebook 

Donna DeNomme  

 

 

A complete confidence-building program 
in a box: a thought for the day, a brief 
contemplation for the day, and an affirma-
tion for the day. These Personal Illumina-
tion Cards help build confidence, personal 
trust, and a belief in the overall goodness 
of life and your precious, evolving self. 
Whimsically illustrated in full-color, this 
44-card deck and guidebook will support 
both the inexperienced and mature spiritu-
al travelers on their personal development 
path.  

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*                            
including MOM’S CHOICE 

TURTLE      
WISDOM                       
Playbook:                                     
A Motivational                      
Coloring Adventure! 

Donna DeNomme  

 

 

This is a special place to contemplate and 
explore, experiment and discover. Color 
inside and outside the lines, ruminate with 
the inspirational messages, fascinating 
contemplations, and integrative processes. 
Add your own questioning and thoughtful 
words, positive ideas, creative doodles, 
insightful musings, and powerful affirma-
tions. Discover the remarkable being you 
are and cultivate the truest expression of 
your beautiful, magnificent Self.                       
Each one of these pages has been divinely 
blessed for your exploration, discovery, 
and delight! 

 

ISBN: 978-0983268741          44 cards                                                   
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0984858934          Pgs. 60                                                  
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 978-0983268741          Pg. 130                                
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Spanish Rights sold 
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WILD                      
SPIRITUALITY   
Journey to the Green 
Heart of Being  

Poppy Palin               

 

This inspirational guide 
encourages us to manifest 

our innate mysticism as nature intended.  

ISBN: 9780956188670   Pgs. 195 

FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
 
 

BRITISH FAERIES 
John Kruse                                    

Humans have always been 
aware of a form of life 
called Fairy, but how ex-
actly do we meet these 
beings? This is a deep anal-
ysis of the traditional 

knowledge of the nature of Fairies and 
their importance to us. 

ISBN: 9780995547858          Pgs. 202             
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

 

GREEN MAGIC PUBLISHING 
Green Magic, originally started in 1997,  
is an independent publisher based near 
Glastonbury, England, specializing in           
spirituality and Paganism.    
                          
                                    

ANCESTORS                           
John Awen 
 
New insights into our 
complex relationships 
with the past. 
ISBN: 978099547810 
Pgs. 200 
FOREIGN RIGHTS: 
Worldwide Availability 

 
                                  
BABY NAMING DAY                                    
John Awen                        
The history and traditions 
around the world, as well 
as current ideas and prac-
tices.  
ISBN: 9780952767084                 
Pgs. 110                                                
 

FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 
 

CIRCLE                   
DANCING                           
Celebrating the Sacred              
in Dance                                    
June Watts                                 

This is the first book to 
explore the link between 
the modern Sacred Dance 

movement and its heritage going back to 
the stone age.  

ISBN: 978-0954723088 Pgs. 180                                
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

SIGELS,                           
CIPHERS                 
AND SCRIPTS                         
History and Graphic  
Function of Magic                
Symbols                                    

M.B. Jackson                                                                                          

A fully illustrated tech-
nical guide to          Magick symbols. 

ISBN: 978-0956619761          Pgs. 64                          
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

www.greenmagicpublishing.com 
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ANSWERS FROM 
SILENCE                 
Using Your Inner    
Guidance to Find     
Purpose, Fulfillment  
and Enlightenment 

 

Jeffrey Chappell 
 

 
Answers From Silence contains brief,                 
no-nonsense insights and how-to infor-
mation for communicating with your En-
lightened Self. Chappell delivers question
-and-answer dialogues from a cosmic 
viewpoint on metaphysics and spirituality 
as well as down-to-earth topics such as  
career, relationships, and personal growth.  
Jeffrey Chappell, a professional concert 
pianist and 30-year student of meditation, 
delivers fresh insights on problems of 
living in the 21st century and finding 
higher consciousness in everyday life.     
 

MEDITATION / SELF HELP 
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THE SILENCE       
PROJECT                 
A Life Guide 

 

 
 
Doug Keeley 
 

                                      

From a young age, our sense of self worth 
is imposed on us. Parents, teachers, peo-
ple in authority give us an identity and our 
place in society. Our gifts and talents are 
rarely explored or encouraged. Marketers 
promote a lifestyle of societal compliance. 
The noise of the world can be deafening. 
In silence, we come home to ourselves. 
The SILENCE Project provides a roadmap 
to discover your True Self through a 7-
step healing and clearing process of  
discovery for those ready to shift their 
lives. 
 

ORACLE-ACTIVATION DECK SELF EMPOWERMENT 

MAGICAL         
DIMENSIONS   
ORACLE DECK 
AND                  
ACTIVATORS 

 

Lightstar 

        
                               

These 44 cards and activators feature 
Lightstar’s Visual Attunement Artwork 
inspired by other-worldly magical dimen-
sions. The super-charged images convey 
messages and contain encodements and 
activations beyond what the naked eye 
can see to help shift, awaken, transform, 
and receive guidance. A full 128-page 
guidebook is included, with instructions 
and sample layouts for Oracle Readings as 
well as Activator layouts including 
healthy relationships, healing, and money 
manifesting. 

ISBN: pending      Pgs. 251                                                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability 

ISBN: 9780764353451          44 Cards                     
FOREIGN RIGHTS: English and French 
language Rights sold 

ISBN: 978-1439245941         Pgs. 306                                                             
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Spanish & Czech sold 



 

 


